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QuiltTracker
Quilt Tracker is a cloud-based web portal that
allows participating facilities to track and manage
CargoQuilt® inventory across the entire network.
Each CargoQuilt has an RFID tag and QR Code that is
associated to a unique serial number that can be seen
on the actual quilt. All quilts are scanned on outbound
and inbound protected loads via the new mobile
app to ensure accuracy. Data is then transmitted
through the cloud, onto the web portal database for

Why QuiltTracker?
• Allows you to manage inventory
remotely, or while traveling
• Reduces the potential for human
error; no need for counting or manual
tracking
• Allows multiple credential levels for
various employees and/or partners
• Logs user activity for increased
accountability

network wide visibility. Quilt Tracker allows a facility to
effectively manage blanket flow without having to add
resources.
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Assigned Credentials:
Your facility maintains direct control over assigning
and removing credentials for any user in its network.
Plants, distribution centers, network partners, and
carriers can be granted access based on their
relevance to the program. QuiltTracker has multiple
credential levels.

Integration over Multiple Platforms:

Desktop
Office and Home.
Easy-to-navigate user interface for
shipping, receiving and tracking your
CargoQuilt® fleet.

Entry Level
Person(s) scanning quilts on outbound/inbound
loads and assigning detail relevant to that shipment
(i.e. order number, destination facility, etc.).

Supervisor
Access to all info relevant to their location,
including available inventory, status of quilts
being returned to location and limited reporting.

Administrator
Complete visibility of entire network and access
to run usage reports that will help determine
future inventory needs and increase accountability
amongst users.

Tablet
Office, Home, & Travel.
Accessibility remains in the cloud. Access,
manage & track away from the office.

Live Maps:

Live maps allow fluid scrolling and zooming in down
to the street level, for full visibility.

Mobile
Scanning and Travel.
Access the Q App to remotely manage
your fleet. Scan to ship/receive from your
mobile device.
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